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Potential of cranberry for suppressing *Helicobacter pylori*, a risk factor for gastric cancer
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Abstract. This review summarizes the mechanistic and clinical research on the use of cranberry as an alternative management strategy for *H. pylori* bacteria in populations at high risk for infection-induced peptic ulcers and gastric cancer. The multiple mechanisms of action of cranberry polyphenols and how they may be applied in relation to what is known about the pathogenicity of *H. pylori* offers opportunity for utilizing this fruit to potentially help lower the incidence of ulcers and concomitant gastric cancer.
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1. Introduction

Stomach (gastric) cancer is the fifth most common type of cancer worldwide for both sexes and all ages, according to the World Health Organization (WHO). By far, China has the highest incidence of stomach cancer with 500,000 new cases (out of the 1 million new cases globally) and nearly 400,000 deaths in 2018 alone. Infection with the bacterium *Helicobacter pylori* (*H. pylori*) is highly associated with development of most gastric ulcers [1] and, if untreated, individuals have a 3- to 6-fold increased risk of developing stomach cancer and mucosal associated-lymphoid-type (MALT) lymphoma [2]. Eradicating this bacterium with aggressive antibiotic regimens has historically been a strategy for decreasing the incidence of cancer [3]; however, increasing resistance rates and other barriers to antibiotic treatment have become problematic [4], fueling an interest in utilizing alternative control measures. There is also evidence that colonization with *H. pylori* may offer some specific health benefits in certain situations, calling into question the strategy of eradication through the administration of aggressive antibiotic regimens. There are a number of health benefits associated with cranberry (*Vaccinium macrocarpon* Ait.), especially antibacterial. This review will examine the potential for using cranberry to manage *H. pylori* infections in an alternative way that may help curb antibiotic resistance and reduce worldwide stomach cancer incidence.
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2. *H. pylori* prevalence and transmission

*H. pylori* was first discovered in 1982 [5] and is one of the most important bacteria worldwide with prevalence rates of over 80% in some developing countries and 20–50% in industrialized countries [6]. About two-thirds of the world is infected with *H. pylori*. In the U.S., it is more prevalent among older adults, African Americans, Hispanics, and lower socioeconomic groups, according to the Center for Disease Control (CDC). *H. pylori* is a gram negative, highly flagellated, mobile, multi-strained bacteria with varying degrees of pathogenicity [7]. It infects people often in early childhood, by contact with saliva from an infected mother’s mouth [8], or through consuming food or water contaminated with feces [9]. The bacteria can also survive in dental plaque [10], making kissing a possible mode of transmission. Crowded living conditions, poor hygiene and sanitation, and other infected family members are all risk factors for acquisition of *H. pylori* [11]. The bacteria tend to persist in the host for life unless treated with antibiotics. Some people who are infected with the bacteria are asymptomatic making them potential sources of infection.

3. *H. pylori* and ulcers

*H. pylori* infection is the primary cause of ulcers and is present in 30% to 50% of patients with gastric ulcers in the stomach and 50% to 70% of those with duodenal ulcers in the upper intestines [12]. Ulcer risk also increases by use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (especially among the elderly), alcohol consumption, cigarette smoking [13], and high salt diet [14]. When *H. pylori* enters the body, it synthesizes and secretes urease enzyme which produces ammonia and carbon dioxide that neutralize stomach acid, helping the bacteria survive the acidic conditions in the stomach. The lining of the stomach has a thick, protective mucus layer that functions as a physical barrier. To cause an ulcer, *H. pylori* must leave the mucus layer and adhere to the underlying stomach epithelium. When the bacteria reach this viscous mucus layer, they use their polar flagella to swim through it to reach the gastric epithelium where they adhere to the underlying stomach cells via sialic acid–binding adhesin (SabA) and other adhesins [12]. Adherence of *H. pylori* to gastric epithelial cells, which is mediated by about 10 different adhesins, is a crucial initial step in colonization and establishment of chronic infection [15]. The ability of the bacteria to express different combinations of adhesins with distinct specificities determines whether they will attach to the epithelium or remain in the mucus [16]. The bacteria must take hold quickly to avoid being swept into the intestine. Only a small percentage (<1%) of the total *H. pylori* population adheres to the gastric epithelium while the remainder of the population stays in the gastric mucus layer or is removed from the body by peristalsis or other mechanisms [17]. The bacteria living in the gastric mucus may act as a reservoir of infection for the underlying cells, which is essential for the development of disease. The bacteria are protected by the mucus layer, allowing them to multiply freely and readily mutate. They deliver a highly immunogenic protein, cytotoxin-associated gene A (CagA) to epithelial cells which activates the inflammatory and immune responses in the host [18]. Chronic inflammation induced by *H. pylori* damages the mucosa and disrupts pH regulation, allowing acid to attack the stomach lining leading to ulcer formation. Ulcer symptoms normally include gnawing and burning pain, nausea, vomiting, bloating and heartburn; and, in serious cases, ulcers may cause bleeding into the stomach or perforation of the gastrointestinal wall [12].

4. *H. pylori* and stomach cancer

*H. pylori* infection has been implicated as the greatest risk factor for the development of stomach cancer [19]. In fact, in 1994, the WHO classified *H. pylori* as a class I carcinogen [20]. Infection with Cag-A-positive strains of the bacteria further increases the risk for stomach cancer over the risk of infection with non-Cag-A strains [21]. Thus, eradication of the bacteria with antibiotics has been strongly encouraged by the CDC and the WHO.
Randomized controlled studies have shown that a decrease in the progression and a regression of precancerous lesions is possible by eradicating *H. pylori* [22]. The American College of Gastroenterology published clinical guidelines in 2017 for the treatment of *H. pylori* recommending as first-line treatment either a combination of three antibiotics and a proton pump inhibitor (PPI), or bismuth quadruple therapy which uses a bismuth preparation to reduce gastrointestinal acidity, two antibiotics, and a PPI [23]. PPIs block the secretion of stomach acids and can enhance the efficacy of antibiotics used to eradicate the bacteria [24]. However, conventional triple or quadruple antibiotic therapy to eradicate the bacteria can be quite harsh, has numerous side-effects and can promote selection for antibiotic resistant strains of *H. pylori* [25]. Clarithromycin-based triple therapy was initially established in the 1990s and resistance to it has increased steadily ever since, as has resistance to levofloxacin, which was proposed as an alternative to clarithromycin. In 2012, treatment failure rate for triple therapy was over 20% worldwide, due to antibiotic resistance [26]. Salvage therapy is sometimes used when initial therapy fails; this strategy uses different antibiotics that may not be resistant. Bismuth quadruple therapy or regimens containing levofloxacin are preferred salvage regimens but are also losing potency [23]. In addition to antibiotic resistance, poor compliance is an obstacle to effective treatment. Triple and quadruple therapies are complicated, expensive, and can cause serious digestive side effects [27]. In many countries, the barriers to treatment of *H. pylori* are so significant that the bacteria persist and increase the risk of developing stomach cancer in the future. Therefore, it is critical to identify other potentially effective alternative strategies to manage infections which are safe, cost-effective and will not lead to antibiotic resistance issues.

5. Co-evolution of *H. pylori* and humans

Some research suggests that complete eradication of *H. pylori* may not be desirable because colonization with Cag-positive strains may be protective in some cases against asthma, allergy, inflammatory bowel disease, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), and esophageal cancer [28, 29]. But, the association is not well-defined. *H. pylori* has inhabited the human digestive tract for more than 50,000 years [27], however the existence of ulcers is thought to be a more recent phenomenon in the past 200 years, associated with changes in diet and lifestyle [30]. Some researchers believe that the co-evolution of *H. pylori* with the human population might actually have positive health effects in some circumstances [31]. Thus, to avoid losing the possible benefits of *H. pylori* colonization while reducing the risk factors for ulcers and stomach cancer, a potentially beneficial strategy might be to utilize dietary interventions aimed at suppression of the bacteria rather than total eradication [32]. Diet-based treatments could potentially eliminate gastrointestinal side-effects, resistance issues and cost barriers associated with antibiotics, and help preserve probiotic species within the gut microbiome.

6. Potential of cranberry for management of *H. pylori* infection

The American cranberry (*Vaccinium macrocarpon* Ait.), a fruit native to North America, has a long history of use for medicinal purposes, including prevention of urinary tract infections (UTIs), lowering oxidative stress and inflammation, and reducing risk factors for heart disease [33]. The first mention of cranberry in connection with ulcers was by Felter and Lloyd (1905), in their *King’s American Dispensatory*, where they say the fruit was used for “malignant ulcers.” In recent studies, cranberry has been tested in both *in vitro* and clinical trials and shows promise as a non-pharmacological treatment to manage *H. pylori* infections [34].

Cranberries contain a number of phytochemicals that have bioactive properties when consumed, including proanthocyanidins (PACs), anthocyanin pigments, flavonol glycosides, and certain acids [33]. The cranberry proanthocyanidins with unusual A-type double linkages [35], have been widely studied for their multiple biological activities, including prevention of adhesion of P-fimbriated uropathogenic *Escherichia coli* to bladder cells, oral bacteria to tooth surfaces and *H. pylori* to stomach cells [36]. This bacterial anti-adhesion effect that
is active against multiple infection sites in the body is significant because the PACs are not killing the bacteria as antibiotics would, but rather inhibiting an initial step in the infection process, reducing the likelihood of resistant bacterial strain development [37]. Use of low-dose antibiotic regimes to prevent bacterial infections, especially UTIs, has led to increasing resistance to both first and second-line antibiotics used for treatment of these infections [38]. Cranberry has been recommended as an alternative therapy for prevention of UTI, which could slow the pace of antibiotic resistance development by reducing the ultimate need for antibiotic treatments. Use of cranberry to manage \textit{H. pylori} infections could potentially help curb the antibiotic resistance issues that are also on the rise when triple or quadruple therapy is used to treat \textit{H. pylori}. Consuming cranberry on a regular basis could potentially reduce the incidence of stomach cancer by suppressing the bacteria and the ulcerative symptoms in a more gentle and natural way, without completely eradicating the bacteria.

7. Bacterial anti-adhesion activity

A method for studying the adhesion of \textit{H. pylori} to the gastric mucus [39] has been utilized in research to test the anti-adhesion activity of cranberry. An \textit{in vitro} study in Israel was the first to determine that cranberry could prevent adherence of \textit{H. pylori} to mucus and stomach cells [40]. Since the bacteria initially colonize the gastric mucus and must then attach to the underlying gastric epithelium to cause ulcerative disease, the researchers hypothesized that if cranberry could inhibit adhesion of the bacteria to the mucus, it might prevent their eventual attachment to the underlying epithelial cells. They found that a non-dialyzable extract of cranberry (NDM) containing predominantly PACs was able to prevent sialic acid-specific adhesion of three strains of \textit{H. pylori} to human gastric mucus and human erythrocytes. They also preincubated the cranberry extract with mucus and found that bacterial adhesion was not affected. Additionally, they were unable to detach bacteria from the mucus once it had adhered. These experiments indicate that the cranberry compounds were acting directly on the bacteria to bring about the anti-adhesion activity, at a concentration similar to that found in some commercial cranberry juice drinks containing about 27% cranberry and in some dried juice-based encapsulated cranberry extracts [35].

Another study determined the sensitivity of 83 antibiotic-resistant and nonresistant \textit{H. pylori} isolates to the anti-adhesion effect of the PAC-rich NDM cranberry extract [41]. The adhesion of 53 out of 83 isolates derived from either antibiotic-treated or untreated patients was inhibited by the same concentration (0.2 mg/mL) of the NDM extract. There was no relationship between resistance to the anti-adhesion effect of this extract and antibiotic resistance, suggesting that combining the cranberry extract and antibiotic may improve bacterial eradication.

8. Bacterial growth inhibition

An \textit{in vitro} study tested the ability of cranberry and other fruit extract powders alone or in combination with the antibiotic clarithromycin to eradicate \textit{H. pylori} [42]. A pathogenic strain (ATCC strain 49503) was tested that produces a cytotoxin responsible for gastric damage. The cranberry extract was incubated for 18 hours with the bacteria and bactericidal effects were observed at the 0.5% cranberry concentration, and significantly greater \((p < 0.05)\) effects occurred when clarithromycin was added. The 18-hour incubation time was long and may not be analogous to an \textit{in vivo} situation where the transit time of the cranberry extract through the stomach is likely to be shorter.

Dose-dependent bacterial growth inhibition of two \textit{H. pylori} strains by cranberry and its polyphenolic fraction was demonstrated in another \textit{in vitro} study [43]. Nearly complete bacterial inhibition was achieved with cranberry extract at 3.3 mg/mL in both liquid culture and on plated culture media. To determine the active fractions, cranberry juice concentrate (35 Brix) was separated by column chromatography into an organic acid/sugar
and a polyphenolic fraction and the bacterial growth inhibition study was repeated. Results indicated that the polyphenolic fraction was responsible for suppressing bacterial proliferation. In addition, when \textit{H. pylori} was incubated for 2 days with 2\% cranberry juice or cranberry extract powder at 1 mg/mL, the bacteria developed a coccoid form at a 3-fold higher rate than the control. The researchers speculated that the morphological changes in the bacteria may be responsible for the growth inhibition observed in the previous studies, since the coccoid form is thought to be nonmotile and therefore possibly unable to multiply [44].

In a follow-up study, Matsushima et al. (2013) tested the growth inhibiting activity of cranberry extract against 27 additional strains of \textit{H. pylori} that were collected and cultured from the stomach mucosa of clinical patients with either peptic ulcer, MALToma or gastritis. Growth inhibition on agar plate cultures containing cranberry at concentrations of less than 2 mg/mL was demonstrated with 6 of the 27 bacterial strains, indicating that the inhibitory activity was strain-specific.

Another study tested cranberry and oregano powders at different concentrations and ratios in agar diffusion plate assays to try and develop a specific phenolic antioxidant profile to inhibit \textit{H. pylori} [45]. Mixtures containing 25\% (wt/wt) oregano with 75\% (wt/wt) cranberry with 0.1 mg total phenolics per disk exhibited the greatest antimicrobial activity against \textit{H. pylori}. Urease inhibition and disruption of energy production by inhibition of proline dehydrogenase at the plasma membrane were suggested to be the modes of action. The researchers speculated that designing specific phenolic profiles to inhibit \textit{H. pylori} could potentially be feasible.

9. Anti-inflammatory activity

Suppression of gastric inflammation mediated by cytokines secreted by stomach cells is another possible strategy for \textit{H. pylori} inhibition. One in vitro study utilized a stomach cancer cell line (MKN45) and \textit{H. pylori} strains obtained from patients with ulcers, gastritis or MALToma to study the effect of cranberry on suppression of IL-8 secretion in the stomach [43]. Cranberry powdered extract containing cranberry juice concentrate with 5.4\% total polyphenols and 11.2\% total organic acids inhibited interleukin-8 secretion from stomach cells at 1 mg/mL in the majority of \textit{H. pylori} strains. Activity appeared to be strain independent.

10. \textit{H. pylori} clearance, eradication and prevention in mice

A trial was undertaken in which mice were tested to determine if cranberry could prevent \textit{H. pylori} infection and treat existing infection [46]. In the therapeutic trial, mice (strain SS1) were infected with an antibiotic-sensitive \textit{H. pylori} strain and after 2 weeks were put into one of four groups and challenged with either: cranberry juice at 0.5 mL/mouse for 30 days, triple antibiotic therapy for 14 days, cranberry plus triple therapy, or untreated infected control. A subset of the mice was sacrificed at 24 hours and at 4 weeks and the bacteria quantified. After 24 hours on the cranberry juice, mice had a significant (\(p<0.01\)) bacterial clearance rate of 80\%. When the cranberry was administered with the triple antibiotic therapy, the clearance rate increased to 90\%. The antibiotic triple therapy alone cleared 100\% of the bacteria. The \textit{H. pylori} eradication rates 4 weeks later were 20\% for the cranberry juice group, and 80\% for both the antibiotic + cranberry and antibiotic alone groups. Therefore, the triple antibiotic treatment was not enhanced by the addition of cranberry juice. The cranberry was able to quickly clear the bacteria within 24 hours, but the bacterial population returned a month after the cessation of cranberry. Additional studies should be undertaken to determine if the high bacterial clearance rates could be maintained with daily, or more regular cranberry consumption.

In the prevention trial, mice were fed cranberry juice for 30 days, and then challenged with \textit{H. pylori} alone or combined with juice [46]. After 2 weeks, the mice were sacrificed and assessed for infection status. Cranberry juice was not effective at preventing \textit{H. pylori} infection in these mice.
Table 1
Clinical trials on consumption of cranberry to suppress or eradicate *Helicobacter pylori* infections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Patient population</th>
<th>Product and daily dosage</th>
<th>Treatment duration</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. 2005</td>
<td>DBRPCT</td>
<td>HP-positive adults, n = 189</td>
<td>CJC 240 mL bid, or placebo</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Significant Hp suppression in CJ group vs placebo (p &lt; 0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gotteland et al. 2008</td>
<td>DBRPCT</td>
<td>Children, Hp-positive, n = 295</td>
<td>CJ 200 mL, La1 80 mL alone and combined, or placebo</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>Significant Hp eradication at 3 wks in CJ and La1 vs placebo (p &lt; 0.01), but no synergistic effects. Participants Hp+ 1 month after intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shmuely et al. 2007</td>
<td>DBRPCT</td>
<td>Hp-positive adults treated with TT, n = 177</td>
<td>CJ 250 mL combined with TT or TT combined with placebo</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>Significantly higher eradication in women in CJ/TT arm vs TT alone (p = 0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seyyedmajidi et al. 2016</td>
<td>PRCT</td>
<td>Hp-positive adults with PUD, n = 200</td>
<td>500 mg CEP bid combined with TT or TT alone</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>Significantly higher eradication in CEP + TT arm vs TT alone (p = 0.042) 6 weeks after intervention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DB = double blind; R = randomized; P = prospective; CT = controlled trial; PCT = placebo-controlled; CJC = Cranberry Juice Cocktail® (Ocean Spray®, CJC ~27% cranberry juice); CJ = cranberry juice of unknown concentration from unknown manufacturer; CEP = cranberry extract powder; La1 = *Lactobacillus johnsonii* La1, HP = *Helicobacter pylori*; TT = antibiotic triple therapy, PUD = peptic ulcer disease.

11. Human clinical trials

Four human intervention trials, to date, have demonstrated significant clinical effects of cranberry against *H. pylori*, both with and without concomitant antibiotic therapy (Table 1). The first trial designed to study the effects of cranberry on *H. pylori* infection was conducted in a rural area in Shandong Province in China with one of the world’s highest prevalence rates of gastric cancer [47]. In this area, 72% of adults and 52% of children aged 3-4 were positive in a breath test for *H. pylori* infection at the time of the trial in 2005. All 189 participants in the double-blind randomized, placebo-controlled trial (RCT) tested positive for *H. pylori* infection at the time of enrollment. They were divided into two groups and assigned to either a treatment group that consumed two daily servings of a 250-ml cranberry juice cocktail drink (27% juice) or a placebo juice for 90 days. The overall average compliance rate among cranberry treatment and placebo recipients was 85%. Using $^{13}$C urea breath analysis, they found that the overall rate of *H. pylori* suppression at 35- and 90-day intervals was significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the cranberry group (14.3%) compared to placebo (5.2%). The actual bacterial numbers in the gastric mucosa were not determined in each individual before and after cranberry treatment, so it was not possible to make quantitative comparisons of any changes in *H. pylori* load. The authors speculated that because the prevalence rate of *H. pylori* infection was 72% in the adult population in this area of China, the 14.3% decrease in the infection rate in this trial could have a significant impact on the spread of infection and thereby potentially lower the risk of stomach cancer.

Probiotics have been studied for the management of *H. pylori* colonization due to their production of organic acids and bacteriocins which have been shown to inhibit bacterial growth and attachment to stomach cells [48]. The effects of *Lactobacillus johnsonii* La1, a probiotic that can stimulate the immune system, administered in combination with cranberry was investigated in a multicentric, double-blind RCT in Chile [49], a country where about 60% of adolescents and 35% of children are colonized with *H. pylori* [50]. Participants were 295 children ages 6–16 who were positive for *H. pylori*, but were asymptomatic. Treatment products were administered...
to the children during school for a period of 3 weeks. One group drank 200 mL of cranberry juice (4% v/v prepared from concentrate) daily, another was given an 80 mL drink containing the L. johnsonii La1 probiotic supplement at a concentration of >10^7 colony-forming units/mL, another consumed a drink with both cranberry and the probiotic, and another received a placebo. At the end of the 3-week intervention period, the children were tested for the presence of H. pylori. Bacterial eradication rates were significantly higher for all treatment groups compared to controls (p<0.01), with 14.9% for the probiotic group, 16.9% for the cranberry juice group, 22.9% for the cranberry juice/probiotic combination group, and 1.5% for the placebo group. No significant synergistic inhibitory effect on H. pylori colonization was observed for the combination of cranberry juice and probiotic. After a 1-month wash-out period, inhibition was tested again in a subgroup of those that were H. pylori-negative at 3 weeks. The group had an 80% infection rate indicating that the bacteria were not completely eradicated. The researchers speculated that maintaining H. pylori suppression may be possible by ingesting cranberry on a regular basis.

The in vitro work by Shmuely et al. (2005) demonstrated an improvement in H. pylori eradication rates when a PAC-rich NDM extract was combined with antibiotics. The potential additive effects of cranberry and antibiotic therapy were then investigated in a human double-blind RCT [51], in which 177 participants were treated for existing H. pylori infection with triple therapy consisting of two antibiotics (amoxicillin and clarithromycin), plus a proton pump inhibitor (omepразole) for one week. Half the group was then administered cranberry juice (250 mL) or a placebo twice daily for another two weeks. The overall eradication rate was 82.5% for all 3 arms. Although there was no significant difference in H. pylori eradication rates among the groups, analysis by gender revealed a significantly (p = 0.03) greater eradication rate in females in the cranberry-antibiotic arm compared to triple therapy alone, suggesting an additive effect. Since resistance to clarithromycin has been increasing worldwide [9], the addition of cranberry may have increased bacterial susceptibility enough to elicit a significant increase in bacterial eradication in the female study participants.

Another human trial (prospective, open–label, randomized clinical) conducted in Iran in 2016 compared the H. pylori eradication rate of triple therapy (lansoprazole, clarithromycin, and amoxicillin (LCA)) combined with cranberry to triple therapy alone [52]. Two hundred participants between the ages of 23 and 77 diagnosed with peptic ulcer disease were randomized into two groups, one group took LCA triple therapy twice daily for 2 weeks, while the other group took the same LCA treatment combined with 500 mg of encapsulated cranberry powder for 2 weeks. Six weeks after the trial was completed, eradication rates were determined using ^13C-urea breath testing. The second group treated with the triple therapy-cranberry combination had a significantly higher (p = 0.042) eradication rate of 89% than the group treated with triple therapy alone (74%). Again, this demonstrated an additional benefit when cranberry was administered along with antibiotic triple therapy.

12. Summary

The association of H. pylori with humans appears to be a complex one, dating back tens of thousands of years when it may have conferred only beneficial effects on the gut, esophagus and immune system, with deleterious gastric ulcers and stomach cancer developing much more recently as diets and lifestyles changed [30]. The use of conventional approaches to treatment using aggressive antibiotic therapies to completely eradicate the bacteria have been somewhat successful, resulting in worldwide decreases in H. pylori prevalence; but, these strategies have been continually challenged with obstacles to treatment and increasing antibiotic resistance rates. In many countries, like China, where H. pylori colonization has led to staggering incidences of peptic ulcer disease and stomach cancer deaths, the barriers to successful eradication are enormous.

Cranberry has demonstrated anti-H. pylori properties in in vitro, animal, and clinical models which indicate that cranberry consumption alone or administered with antibiotics, can reduce H. pylori colonization but may not fully eradicate it. It is in places like China where alternative strategies should be tested, such as consuming cranberry on a regular and sustained basis to facilitate continued bacterial suppression through multiple modes of
action, including bacterial growth inhibition, anti-adhesion activity, enzyme inhibition, morphological changes and host anti-inflammatory activity which have been presented in this review. Additional mechanistic and clinical research into the benefits of cranberry in the management of H. pylori-induced disease is warranted to determine effective doses and delivery forms that are acceptable to different cultures.
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